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Synopsis

Each book in this series features 100 Minutes to help students build basic skills, increase speed in math operations, and strengthen problem-solving skills. Each Minute consists of 10 problems of varying degrees of difficulty that incorporate a variety of skills. Each ten-problem reproducible can be used as a learning or testing tool.
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Customer Reviews

This is a great product to help cover general math skills. I use it in an elementary resource room as a daily warm-up and it is a great way to start the day. Granted, some of the skills are too challenging for the kids, or they just don't know the drill, but it is a good way to assess what they need practice on.

These books are excellent. As a former high school math teacher, it's important to me that my children build a strong background in math while in elementary school. These books were the perfect summer review. (There were a couple concepts the kids didn't know, but most parents would be able to show them how to do these problems.) Each "minute" is quick, even when the kids don't finish within a minute, we have them finished, checked, and corrected within 10 minutes. It reviews a variety of concepts at each grade level without being burdensome. I will probably continue to order
these for my kids each summer, although we’ve only done the odd minutes so my younger child can reuse the older child’s book!

I use this as a math warmup for my home schooled 4th grader. We absolutely love it. I like how it mixes in lots of different operations to keep all of her math skills sharp. I also use the 6th grade version of this book for my son.

I use the Math Minute worksheets to start the day in my classroom. Every strand of math is covered in a 10 problem format. The student’s seem to enjoy it and the problems are a great review.

I use this every morning with my students and it is a great review with students who are below grade level. It covers every standard in that grade level and I like the pacing of the questions.

I bought this book for my fourth grader and it had a great impact on his performance in class. He finished the book in about a month and he improved enough that he was moved into the math enrichment group at school. The only problem (if you can call it a problem) is that the book requires parent involvement, as there are no explanations for the children to learn from and many of the problems had not yet been reviewed in class. So you will have to review his work and explain the concepts that he doesn’t know. In my case, I had to teach him long division, some statistical concepts (mean, range, mode, etc.) and a little geometry before he learned it in school. We liked the book so much that we bought the second grade one for our younger child, and we noted a marked improvement in his school work as well.

Great resource for teachers and parents. Touches on many different math skills, so you can quickly identify who needs more help on certain skills. My students love doing these!

I love this book for my 4th grader. I have her do a sheet or two every night as a supplement to her regular school work. The fact that many concepts are covered, it keeps her well versed in all that is covered. I feel like she feels more confident with her math skills.
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